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In the far west (Somerset) a week or so ago 
the comment was made that AARGnews 
seems to be written in Cambridge.  As I was, 
at the time, trying out the temporary role of 
gentleman (someone will remember a door 
being held open) I was too polite to point out 
that it was not entirely my fault and that the 
newsletter is intended to be by, as well as for, 
AARG members and others.  To date I have 
turned down only one offering but have had 
several promised which have never appeared 
and have asked for other contributions which 
I thought would be of interest, but they don't 
always arrive either.  All I do is collect the 
heap together and put page numbers on.  Yes, 
there is a lot of me in it but that is purely 
because I know what an idle (or busy?) crowd 
you lot are so I tend to write each issue in case 
no one sends me anything.  These notes may 
serve as guidelines for the next editor....

Anthony Crawshaw has - so far - always sent 
along something interesting and for this 
issue, as well as a follow-up to 'Problems of 
Interpretation', has begun (up to you..?) a 
series which he called 'Wazzat?', which may 
be a casual name for 'Problems'.  For further 
details see that contribution.

Derrick Riley came to see Chris and I to talk 
about some of his Israel work.  After a long 
slide show (I think we broke for a pint in the 
middle) he was persuaded to put finger to 
keyboard and produce a note for AARGnews.  
Production of this was ?aided when Derrick 
fell foul of a slipped disc from which I, and 
probably you too, wish him a speedy recovery.

Another 'old timer' (as he keeps telling us), 
Jim Pickering, is a prolific writer who has 
recently been in contact and sent two 
potential contributions.  One is included in 
this issue because, as do many of Jim's pieces, 
it makes you think.  His second note 
concerned publication of aerial (and other) 
information and could perhaps be part of a 
future section on such matters - if anyone out 
there has any thoughts on what and how 
aerial information may be published.

A brief note on the 'Technical News' pages 
may be appropriate.  In April we were shown 
Logitech's Fotoman digital camera.  It 
seemed an expensive toy, of possible interest 
to AARG members, hence the short write-up 
I gave it.  Yesterday (1 September) five 
AARG members were given a demonstration 
at Kodak's which included their digital 
camera systems.  The difference between the 
two could have been six years rather than six 
months, a bit like comparing typewriters with 
word processors or (for those who remember) 
OBLIQUE with AERIAL.  It showed, not 
only that high resolution digital cameras were 
within reach of all(?) of us, but also the 
commitment that Kodak have to the digital 
side of 'photography' and the considerable 
development undertaken in that direction.

Finally, thanks to all those AARG members 
who commented on the various type styles 
used in the last issue.  Thanks Terry, thanks 
Otto.

EDITORIAL
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I often wonder how it is that this short 
introduction to AARGnews became 
known as the Chairman's piece. I wish it 
could be called 'The Chairman's peace' 
and I could relate what a quiet, tranquil 
time we have been having. Before 
becoming involved in the running of 
AARG I firmly believed that a meeting 
once a year was too much and that we 
should meet every 18 months to two 
years. How wrong I was.

Since the last AARGnews we have two 
day schools, one on Aerial Photography 
and Gardens, held in Cambridge and one 
on AERIAL, held in York.
The Gardens day-school provided a very 
relaxed atmosphere for a series of very 
informative and entertaining papers. 
There were five papers timetabled, but 
only four were presented due to the illness 
of Tom Williamson; one day we will hear 
about the 'Norfolk Gardens Survey.' The 
morning was rounded off by the Dr Chris 
Thacker's intellectual tour through the 
study of gardens and their relevance to the 
way we study the past. Studying and 
reconstructing gardens has as much to do 
with our own imagination and perceptions

as the romantic ideas and practical 
considerations of the previous centuries.

The day would have benefitted from a 
bigger publicity drive (my fault), but even 
so 20 people attended. David Wilson is 
owed a more than a thank you, not only 
for arranging the day (and for his support 
on the day, especially in the refreshment 
department), but also for opening our eyes 
to the subject of gardens in Glasgow last 
year. The encouraging aspect of the day 
was the mix in the audience of AARG 
members (albeit too few) and 'garden' 
people. The purpose of the day was to 
educate those in aerial photography about 
gardens and those in gardens about the 
power of aerial photography. I certainly 
think this was achieved and further 
subjects for day-schools are welcomed, 
especially if they come with an offer to 
host or organise the day-school!

The second day-school was an AERIAL 
day, no not a session on washing powders 
washing whiter but a dazzling display of 
John Haigh's transformation program. For 
those dozen or so who attended (a 
capacity crowd given this was really a 

Chairman's Piece.

by Bob Bewley
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workshop), it was a very informative and 
rewarding day. I am grateful to Pete 
Horne for arranging it and to John Haigh, 
Rog Palmer and Chris Cox for their 
efforts on the day. AARG also owes a 
debt of thanks to RCHME for allowing us 
the use of the York Office for the day. (see 
Using AERIAL 4.1, Palmer this issue.)

One very positive piece of news to relate 
is the granting of student bursaries for 
bona fide students to attend the Annual 
Meeting. The donor of these bursaries 
wishes to remain anonymous and 
personally I am particularly grateful for 
this far-sighted and generous donation 
which will help to introduce aerial 
photography to the next generation; no 
doubt AARG members will echo this 
gratitude. In Dublin there will be three 
students attending with bursaries.

All, however, is not roses; in the lead up 
to the AGM various statistics have 
emerged. We have 113 members, which is 
on the large side for a Research Group, 
but of those 113, 22 (5.1%) have not paid 
their 1992 annual subscription. A second 
reminder has had an effect but at £5 each 
the lost revenue is considerable; more to 
the point the fiver has to be good value for
money. All members can help the smooth 
running of AARG by paying their 

subscriptions on time (next January) and 
also by encouraging their colleagues or 
institutions to join. Although AARG is 
primarily a research group and not a 
Society, it has running costs, especially 
AARGnews, which you must admit is 
good value for money.

Although you may read this after the 
AGM, the AARG committee is always in 
need of support and volunteers; at the 
time of writing we are looking for a new 
Secretary and Meetings Secretary; as the 
retiring officers will attest these are 
interesting and challenging roles!

Finally, and in anticipation of Dublin, 
many thanks are due to Vikki and Adrian 
for their devoted service to AARG.
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LETTER FROM THE CONTINENT

Otto Braasch

Flights over the eastern parts of Germany were conducted with James Pickering and Derrick 
Riley in June.  Professor St Joseph took the copilot's seat for an expedition to 
Tschechoslovakia and Hungary in June/July.  We met at Prague with Dr. Martin Gojda and at 
Brno with Ing. Miroslav Balek.  Both are attached to the Archaeological Institutes of Bohemia 
and Moravia.  Dr Godja, who visited RCHME's APU recently, has taken up flying since May 
1992 but Mr Balek started aerial archaeology during the eighties.  Both were up in the air with 
us.  At Balaton Airport in Hungary Dr. Sandor Soproni, who teaches at the University of 
Budapest, joined us for a flight over the Roman and prehistoric landscapes along the Danube.  
First results prove that, in general, the prospects for aerial archaeology in all countries are 
very good and I have little doubt that archaeology from the air soon will flourish over those 
huge fields which Communism left behind.

With effect from 1 August 1992, following Tschechoslovakia, Hungary and Germany, 
Austria finally abandoned restricting regulations on air photography.  Regulations in Italy are 
reported to be still unchanged.

Since Anthony Crawshaw is waiting for a user report on the Contax RTS III (AARGnews 4, 
18), here are some results:

In spring 1991 I changed from Leica R5 to Contax RTS III.  Each of the three camera bodies 
was put under a high workload, with 600+ rolls of film (still Kodachrome 25 and Kodak 
Technical Pan) being exposed up to 31 August 1992.  During that period the shutter systems 
failed three times.  Repairs by the Yashica Kyocera Company at Hamburg was speedy and 
much faster than with the Leica people at Solms.  The RTS has a lower failure rate than the 
Leica R4/R5 and she performs smoothly.  Loading the film is much easier than with its 
predecessor and rewinding it by the motor drive really saves you time - which I use to look 
outside or to prepare new rolls.  The Zeiss Planars 1.4/50 and 1.7/50, used as standard 
equipment, are sharp lenses, although I feel that the Leica Summilux 1.4/50 is a touch warmer 
with colour and gives more crispy contrast.  When it gets tough I still use the Leica Summilux 
1.4/80 and the Leica APO TELYT 3.4/180, which were modified by Zoerkendoerfer, Munich 
for the Contax mount.  The effect of the RTV (Real Time Vacuum) System, which secures the 
flatness of the film during exposure, is hard to verify.  Perhaps one should run an extensive 
test on it.  Klaus Leidorf has upgraded to RTS III now too.

You could save your daily Malt Whiskey by ordering films from New York.  I found an ad in 
Popular Photography and did order all my films for a year: Kodachrome 25 KM 25 135-36 
for $9.38 each, Kodak Technical Pan 135-36 for $4.69.  The Kodachrome is "Made in 
England" and the price includes processing and mounting by Kodak.  Ask them for a quote 
including shipping and insurance:  B&H Photo Video, 119 West 17th Street, New York, NY 
10011, USA, Tel (212) 807-7479, Fax (212) 242-6115.  With the dollar down and a decent 
national import tax your budget might soon look more rosy.
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AERIAL ARCHAEOLOGY IN ISRAEL 1990-92
Derrick Riley

One of the first pioneers of what was then called archaeological air photography, now 
aerial archaeology, began his work in the Middle East in 1928. This was Père Antoine 
Poidebard, whose name is now little known in comparison with those of his contemporaries 
Dr O G S Crawford and Major George Allen. Fortunately, Poidebard, like Crawford, was 
thorough in publishing his results, and his most important book, ' La trace de Rome dans le 
désert de Syrie', with its marvellous album of plates, has always been essential reading for 
those interested in the Roman Empire in the East. Crawford and Allen's work has been 
continued with great success by many aerial archaeologists in the British Isles, France, 
Germany and various other European countries, but in the Middle East the story has been very 
different. Poidebard's example was followed by Sir Aurel Stein, the great archaeological 
explorer of Central Asia, who worked in the Middle East in his later years, and carried out a 
lengthy flying programme in Iraq and Jordan in 1938 and 1939. Since his time aerial 
archaeology has been at a standstill in the Middle East, though a highly skilled air 
photographer, Dr Richard Cleave, formerly based at Jerusalem, has taken many excellent 
pictures of the Holy Land, many of them of archaeological sites, slides of which he sold at 
high prices (in the order of $150 each).

The post-war political situation in the Middle East has certainly not been encouraging, 
but when I was in Israel in 1982 and 1988 I visited the Dept of Classics at Tel Aviv 
University and saw Professor Mordechai Gichon, who invited me to return and arrange a 
campaign of air photography. I hesitated about this for a long time, but eventually decided to 
go, and have since been out there for 2½ weeks in autumn 1990, three weeks in autumn 1991 
and a month in spring 1992.
 From the beginning everything went well. A Cessna 172 aircraft was readily available 
at very reasonable cost from Nesher Aviation, a small flying school and air transport firm at 
Herzliyya airfield, near Tel Aviv. My first pilot was a friend of Prof Gichon, and later I was 
flown by several other pilots, Nesher employees, always satisfactorily. They were all good 
and very helpful and though I thought that one pilot took certain safety precautions to 
extremes, this was certainly a 'good fault'. Prof Gichon helped me to obtain security clearance 
before going to Israel, and security had to be remembered at all times, but provided that we 
cleared flights in advance and behaved sensibly, avoiding military areas, there were few 
difficulties. Flying arrangements, which from a distance had looked so difficult, were 
therefore relatively simple.
 It was more difficult to decide where to go and what to do. I would certainly have 
wasted much precious flying time while getting used to the complex archaeology of Israel and 
a landscape so different from that to which I was accustomed, if I had not received continuous 
support and help from the Dept of Classics, Tel Aviv University. As soon as I arrived in Israel 
lists of selected places to examine and photograph were put forward by Prof Ben Isaac, head 
of the department, and Prof Gichon, one or other of whom flew with me in the Cessna on 
many flights. Prof Israel Roll, Dr Mosche Fischer or Mrs Susan Weingarten came on the other 
flights, so a member of the department was always present. They were extremely helpful in 
guiding the pilot to the chosen areas and explaining sites to me as we flew over them.
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Subsequently they supplied a vast amount of archaeological information about the sites 
photographed; Prof Isaac in particular has been extraordinarily good about this. I have tried to 
repay their assistance by supplying copies of many of the photos to the department. Some 
joint publications of our results are planned for publication in 'Levant', the journal of the 
British Schools of Archaeology in Jerusalem and Amman.

Grants had to be obtained to cover the expenses, which were considerable. On the first 
visit to Israel, which was shorter than the others, I had a useful grant from the Society of 
Antiquaries, but this still left me to find part of the money myself. I was therefore very 
grateful to Prof Isaac for arranging help at Tel Aviv University for photographic expenses. On 
the second visit I had a good grant from the Stein-Arnold Fund of the British Academy, 
supplemented by grants from the Society of Antiquaries and the Kiln Trust, and on the third a 
generous grant from the British School of Archaeology at Jerusalem. This is a good point to 
say a word about the British School, where I stayed on all three visits. The help and advice 
given by Richard Harper, the Director, the comfortable and very reasonably priced 
accommodation and good food, and the large library made an excellent base for work in 
Israel.

Photos taken from the air in Israel must be passed by the censor. There was a 
procedure: immediately after the flight the pilot took the films, which were handed to the 
military authorities to be developed and then censored, after which they were returned to the 
photographer. This could be slow, I did not receive the films taken on my first visit until I had 
been back in England for some time. On the second and third visits my friends at the Dept of 
Classics arranged for us to keep the films and develop them before handing them in. I 
processed the black and white films myself in the darkroom at the British School (not without 
some mishaps during the second visit due to problems in getting the chemicals I was used to 
working with) and the colour films were done commercially. They were then handed in for 
censoring. It might all have been much more difficult if I had been acting on my own.

In all 24 flights, totaling 62 hrs, were made in Cessna 172 aircraft. The weather was 
reasonably good for light aircraft flying; several days were lost due to bad visibility, 
particularly when the dust laden khamsin wind blew from the desert, but the conditions when 
I was there in spring and autumn tended to be much better than the general run of weather in 
England. My objectives were (a) to examine and photograph sites in locations chosen by my 
colleagues in the Dept of Classics - mainly sites dating from the Roman and Byzantine period, 
and (b) to gain experience of air reconnaissance and photography in this part of the world. It 
was not till my last visit that I became well satisfied with my results, but on the whole I think 
that they were good and that my joint efforts with the Dept of Classics have made a very good 
beginning with aerial archaeology in Israel.

The flights covered parts of Galilee, quite a lot of the coastal plain and the hills of the 
Jaffa to Jerusalem area, parts of the high hills of the West Bank and the lower hills that border 
them, and parts of the northern Negev. The Golan heights were on the programme for the 
third visit, but we did not go there and it might not have been easy to get clearance for a 
flight, and the Jordan valley was only glimpsed.
 Here are some general impressions of the sites photographed. A number of Roman 
forts, watchtowers and siegeworks were examined. At the forts (e. g. Avdat, Mezad Tamar, 
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Upper Zohar and others) not a great deal new was recorded, but in the past it has often been 
difficult or extremely expensive to obtain air photos of such sites to illustrate publications, 
and the opportunity was taken to remedy this. The forts were square in shape, often with 
projecting corner towers, a plan very common in the East (Kennedy and Riley, 1990, 167-
212). Several visits were made to the suggested site near Tel Megiddo of the fortress of Legio 
VI Ferrata (at different periods two ancient names were in use for this site - Legio and 
Caparcotna). Some rather indistinct soil marks were seen and if possible this place should be 
watched for crop marks in future.

The sites of sieges by the Roman army at various places in the north of the country 
were examined, for example Jodfat, the ancient Jotapata, the siege of which was described by 
Josephus. Much the most interesting and important was Bethar, near Jerusalem. The Jewish 
hilltop fortress here was besieged at the end of the Bar Kochba revolt in the reign of Hadrian. 
Near it were two playing card shaped Hadrianic camps, and the remains of the Roman 
circumvallatian. The site and the surrounding area were flown over and photographed several 
times. I hope that we shall be able to publish the results from this site, about which there is 
surprisingly little in print. One flight reached the little fort of En Boqeq, near the Dead Sea, 
but we did not continue north to the famous siege site at Masada, which has been well 
covered by previous photographers, including the R A F and Dr Cleave.

Roman roads are a special subject of study for Professors Isaac and Roll of the Dept of 
Classics, in which it was rewarding to participate. With one or other of them as passengers 
(both on one flight), we followed and photographed the lines of various roads. On level 
ground the familiar straight Roman roads were seen, but in the hills which cover much of 
Israel the roads took winding routes. There were very well preserved lengths of road in the 
hills of the West Bank, the western approaches of Jerusalem and the Negev. The roads in the 
hills often ran along the tops of high ridges, and others were on slopes of narrow valleys, or at 
the bottoms of wider valleys. I was able to see all these types of route during expeditions on 
the ground to parts of the Roman roads to Jerusalem from the west, which helped 
considerably to understand the air photos.

Two steep ascents in the Negev desert, Ma'ale Akrabim (the Scorpion Pass) and 
Ma'ale Tamar (Ma'ale is a Hebrew word meaning ascent), were photographed, though not 
very successfully; the latter ascent is on the road which passes the Mezad Tamar. To show 
well, the roads on such ascents need the direction of the sunlight to be right, and the best time 
for photography will only be found by trial and error. One ascent, though not a Roman one, 
was satisfyingly recorded, the new road built over the Scorpion Pass during the British 
Mandate; here the road with its 15 hairpin bends, and the bare desert mountains show in a 
spectacular way. It was interesting to hear occasional references made to roads built by the 
British spoken of in similar tones to those heard when discussing Roman roads. Now that the 
British Empire is receding into the past, it is looked at differently. However, I regret that on 
one route I followed the British had built over the Roman road and largely obliterated it.
 Ancient features surviving in relief show well from the air on the very frequent 
relatively small and inconspicuous occupation sites found on the lower hills. There may be
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either standing remains or ruined buildings or 'stony sites', a useful term we coined for ground 
on which prominent scatters of stones show the positions of ruined structures. Many of these 
sites seem not to be well recorded, and need a lot more attention. Too many were 
photographed for any detailed comments to be made, but I must mention an area of rather 
barren limestone hills east of Tel Aviv, where the remains of about ten ruined Byzantine 
villages, apparently in quite good preservation, showed as stony sites. Guided by Mosche 
Fischer I attempted to study the whole ancient landscape in that small area.
 A stony site on a hill in Galilee, called Horvat Cana is one of the two candidates for 
the village where the Marriage of Cana in Galilee took place, famous from the account in the 
Gospels. Continual efforts have been made by scholars in the past century to identify places 
mentioned in the Bible. It may be noted that horvot is a Hebrew word meaning ruin; its 
Arabic equivalent, often seen in place names, is khirbet. Another stony site on a hill top, 
Horvot Sokhoh, is said to be near the place where David slew Goliath. After reading the 
relevant text in the Bible (I Samuel, 17, 1-3) and visiting the area on the ground as well as in 
the air, I must say that the Biblical description fits the landscape well, and one wants to 
believe. However, it is confusing that such identifications are often used on modern maps of 
Israel instead of the Arab names used in older archaeological literature.

Much still survives in Israel of the former landscape, in spite of the effects of modern 
agriculture in the Jewish areas and developments of various kinds. In Galilee and south of the 
Carmel range at various places on gently sloping ground, the earthworks of old fields were 
planned on a chequer pattern, much resembling the 'Celtic fields' of Southern England. On 
steeper slopes of lower hills there were less regular 'lynchets'. Rather similar methods of 
ploughing in early times in Britain and Palestine (and presumably many other countries) have 
apparently resulted in similar fields, which have left similar traces.

A rather different landscape, was seen east of Tel Aviv on the rocky hills with thin soil, 
on which were the Byzantine village sites already mentioned. There were remains of field 
boundary walls, at one place in a very regular chequer pattern, and smaller areas of terraced 
cultivation. It would be useful to prepare a map of this area, showing features which appear to 
be ancient.
 The terraces just referred to were small scale versions of the walled terraces still very 
extensively used by Palestinian farmers on the high hills. They cover very many hillsides 
from top to bottom, a prominent feature of the West Bank landscape. At the request of the 
excavator, I photographed a site at Sataf, not far from Bethar, where the terraces have been 
shown to have beginnings dating back to the Early Bronze Age (Gibson, Ibbs and Kloner, 
1991). However, to survey anything as extensive as the terracing, vertical photographs rather 
then oblique seemed appropriate, so I did not give them much attention.
 Further south, a completely different country is reached at the Negev desert, where 
many ancient sites are remarkably preserved. There was only time to fly over a little of this, 
but the little that I saw was very enlightening. Two of the ancient towns, Avdat (the ancient 
Oboda) and Haluza (Elusa) were photographed. The forts at Avdat, already mentioned, were 
very interesting, but I have visited them on the ground and knew what to expect; on the other 
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hand the remains of ancient agriculture were extraordinary. With under 100 mm rainfall 
annually, there was only enough moisture to grow crops when the run-off after rain had been 
gathered in the sail conserved by the frequent 'wadi walls' (a term coined by archaeologists 
working in the Libyan Valleys Project) that crossed the valley bottoms. Flying from the 
Scorpion Pass to Avdat over the barren light brawn hills of the Negev desert, I saw in the 
distance thin bands of green, the vegetation in the bottoms of narrow and winding valleys, 
miles long, between high hills. Approaching Avdat, the valleys widen and merge. Much work 
has been done on this landscape by Israeli archaeologists (Kedar, 1967; Evenari, Shanan and 
Tadmor, 1971), but much may remain for aerial study. I noted that in many of the valleys near 
Avdat the small ancient fields between the wadi walls were being cultivated, apparently by 
Bedouin farmers.

When beginning aerial research in new terrain it is usually good policy to make a wide 
examination of the landscape and to include well known ancient sites, which may have much 
of interest near them. Flights were therefore routed over various well known places, such as 
the partially excavated ruins of ancient towns at Caesarea, Ashqelon, Beth Shean (the ancient 
Scythopalis), Zippori (Sepphoris), Bet Guvrin (Eleutheropolis) and, as already mentioned, 
Avdat. The huge underwater ruins of the ancient harbour at Caesarea, built in the reign of 
Herod the Great, made an astonishing sight when flying over the blue Mediterranean.
 Although the programme of work was centred on Roman sites, the routes of flights 
inevitably also went near important sites of other periods, all of which were photographed. I 
was surprised by seeing so many tels, the huge ancient mounds formed from the numerous 
superimposed layers of ancient structures, accumulated over millennia, and I always took 
photos, though these were generally just of general interest. This photographic zeal was 
rewarded on the last part of my last flight; on the flat top of Tel Nagila the shadows of the 
evening sun revealed the low grass covered remains of a big square structure, presumably of 
considerably later date than the tel. These tels formed points of vantage, on which later 
structures were built, e. g. the Crusader castle on Tel Hanaton in Galilee. I also recorded 
important structures of later dates, e. g. the walls and many buildings, mainly of Turkish date, 
at the part of Acco (Acre in my history book at school), Islamic forts at Ashdod Yam and 
Kafr Lam (the Crusader Cafarlet), the sites of too many Crusader castles to mention and three 
hans (or caravanserais), including two of Turkish date at Hanot Tagarim.
 In addition to standing monuments, stony sites and Roman roads, I also hoped to 
record crop marks on archaeological sites during my spring visit in April and late March, but 
none was seen. Probably this was too early for most areas because of the exceptionally wet 
and cold winter just ended. Much of Israel cannot be expected to show crop marks - the 
Hegev, the mountains and hills, the blown sand belt near the coast, the extensive market 
gardens and orange groves. To this unfortunately must be added the extensive cereal growing 
country near Beersheva, of which I originally had much hope. In this very dry area to the 
south of Israel crops ripen very early and I saw many marks when flying over the huge 
expanses of cereals, but almost all were dark flecks which did not appear to show 
archaeological features. Other marks on this land seemed to have been caused by manure
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 left on the sites of pens where Bedouin nomads had kept flocks. I saw these pens in use in 
various places. 
 The soil in the Beersheva region is often loess, which is seldom favourable to crop 
marks on buried archaeological sites, according to experience in Germany. However, the 
geological and soil maps suggest that other parts of Israel should be suitable for crop marks, 
among which I favour the country near Qiriat Gat, where there is chalk. A watch should be 
kept hereabouts and perhaps also in certain areas in the north where cereals are grown on land 
above soft and permeable rock. Local flyers are needed here to maintain a regular watch. It is 
difficult for somebody coming from abroad to know exactly when crop marks may be 
forming.

Every site was photographed in black and white and in colour. The photographic 
techniques which I use in England worked well, except that it was necessary to make 
allowance for the much greater detail to be recorded on the stony sites in Israel than on the 
crop marks with which I have been mainly concerned in England. Initially I found that some 
of my photographs of stony sites were disappointing because they were too small in scale to 
show adequately the many small features. The experience gained on my first two visits led me 
to make some changes in the equipment chosen for the third visit, when for black and white 
photos I took two Olympus OM2 cameras with 50, 100 and 135 mm lenses. It was then 
possible to use one camera with 50 mm lens for larger area shots and another with 135 mm 
lens for 'close ups'. At flying heights of about 1500 ft I found the level of detail given by the 
135 mm lens more satisfactory than by the 100 mm, which I did not use much. The same 
results could have been obtained with a single camera and a zoom lens, but this might not 
have given the good resolution needed when enlargements were made, and I decided to play 
safe. However, for colour I used a Nikon F 601 with 35 to 105 zoom lens and was very 
pleased with the slides produced.

Looking back, it is clear that the 60 hrs flying gave only the briefest introduction to 
archaeology from the air in Israel, but one can see much in this time and I am very glad to 
have had this opportunity. It is very much to hoped that other archaeologists, preferably those 
who live in Israel, will take up the work. Now that the relative ease of arranging flights and 
taking photos is known in Israel, the enthusiasm of the Dept of Classics gives reason to hope 
that the challenge will be accepted, though the expense will be a problem because Israel is not 
a rich country.
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It was Colin Shell's idea.  Following John 
Haigh's announcement of AERIAL 4.1 
(AARGnews 3) Colin suggested asking for a 
review copy... at Glasgow I mentioned this to 
John and in January a parcel arrived.  The 
problem was then to work out just how to 
review a software system (Colin, by that 
time, had performed a vanishing trick) and, 
possibly, to make it an attractive buy to more 
than the thirty current users.  Thirty is 
perhaps not a bad total for what amounts to a 
specialist program but, even among the 
professional archaeological photo 
interpreters there is a reluctance to adopt 
computer transformation as the standard 
means of mapping.  

The AERIAL 4 manual is much improved 
over earlier versions, being full A4 page size 
for a start, and is now some 60 pages long.  It 
uses different type faces to distinguish 
manual text from screen and clearly leads the 
user through the system.  My first impression 
was, 'why not issue it on disc (too)?' as then it 
could be used for indexing and/or hunting 
queries, but after one read through, and via 
the Contents, I became familiar enough with 
the sequence to be able to pin-point any new 
search to within a page or two.  It is printed 
on single side only thus allowing - whether 
intentionally or not - the use of page backs for 
notes and other comments.  Ours already has 
several.  We also paid out an extra pound and 
had it comb bound.

We encountered no problems in installing the 
new version (we received AERIAL 4.13) on 
the APS machines and, although keeping 
version 3.3 as standby (unused as it happens), 
began using it for our routine work.  (A little 
while later we re-equiped with new machines 
and had to change from 25- to 9-pin serial 
ports.  Now that really was a problem and was 
only solved by the kindness of John High who

took apart his own plug and phoned through 
the connections.)  I, meanwhile, played with 
its new functions and attempted to compare 
performance with the earlier version.  In July 
this year AARG held a one-day workshop on 
AERIAL at which it became clear that the 
real expert user was Pete Horne who has also 
been involved with quite a bit of the 
development of the software.  It was also 
obvious that AERIAL users had a wide range 
of experience (or inexperience), not only of 
using AERIAL but of basic photo 
interpretation practice - but this should 
surprise none of us.  It would seem useful to 
use this opportunity to present, or remind, 
readers of what I think of as the normal 
practice of archaeological photo 
interpretation and then go on to note how 
AERIAL 4.1 can transform these 
interpretations to provide data for the 
archaeological cartographer.

I would imagine that whatever means of 
transformation is used - from sketch plotting 
to computer - the usual course of events is to 
select the 'best' photograph(s) and make an 
interpretative overlay (on OHP film) on 
which detail is traced off directly. If this can 
be done using stereoscopic pairs then so 
much the better.  This overlay might carry 
colour-coded information (such as 
'archaeological ditches', 'geological cracks', 
'old boundary') and is useful for adding 
written comments (such as 'entrance', '?', 
'vague', 'dubious').  It is the overlay - with its 
considered interpretation - and not the air 
photograph, which is taped to the digitiser for 
input. Other preparation prior to input 
includes the necessity of providing control 
information, of matching points on the 
photograph to those on the map.  This is often 
the most difficult part of the process and is 
handicapped by farmers grubbing out 
boundaries and the inadequacy (for mapping)

USING AERIAL 4.1
Rog Palmer
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of many existing air photographs which may 
have been taken from too low a height and 
with too much obliquity.  AERIAL can 
perform transformations by matching four 
control points, but if five or more can be 
identified the program calculates a list of 
error values for control match.  The practised 
user can, when necessary, modify these for a 
better fit or edit out the more irritating ones.  

AERIAL 4 comes with a small configuration 
file which is designed to overcome problems 
of linking computers to the variety of 
digitisers and plotters currently in use.  It also 
allows the switch to be made, for non-British 
work, from NGR to numerical coordinates 
which, according to the manual, are in use 
elsewhere.  This file is simple enough to be 
edited using any standard text editor should 
any changes be required.  On loading 
AERIAL and after the initial greeting and 
copyright notice the user is presented with the 
first level menu which includes the options, 
would you like to:

 plot on screen only;
 make an HPGL file;
 make a CAD file;
 create a DTM file;
 create a distribution file.

The first two options will be familiar to 
AERIAL users.  Plot on screen is the usual 
beginning of any transformation process as it 
is at this stage that the control points are input 
and matched and any colour coding (with 
associated messages) of archaeological (or 
other) features may be made.  Variants of 
AERIAL 4 allow a nine colour screen - 
sometimes useful - but most plotters handle 
only six pens.  After inputting a file it can be 
compared with others on screen or be 
compiled as a HPGL file with suitable 
National Grid lines added and sent to the 
plotter.  Any file digitised using earlier 
versions of AERIAL is compatible with 4.1.

Once plotted it can be compared with the map

(usually an OS 1:2500 or 1:10000/10560 
sheet) and, if the fit seems good or if it links 
with others already mapped, can be accepted 
as correct - or not.  If the latter there may be 
cause to use a DTM to produce a better fit if 
the site lies on uneven or hilly ground.  
AERIAL does this by calculating a model 
from input contour (or single) points and then 
recalculating the digitised site (etc) points.  
AERIAL 4.1 has an improved smoothing 
mathematical process for the DTM modelling 
which makes it slightly slower than that in 
earlier versions of AERIAL. For more than 
120 or so points (the practical maximum is 
199) these can be lengthy operations, perhaps 
a minute on a 486 machine, but the results are 
worth the pause.  If working with only one 
digitised file it is up to the user to accept, or 
not, the DTM version but with two or more 
files use of a DTM background can be seen to 
pull archaeological (and other) features 
together - and any modern boundaries ought 
now to fit with the map.

New to AERIAL 4 variants is the ability to 
prepare .CAD files which are intended to be 
used as data files with standard CAD 
software.  Not having easy access to any 
CAD software I am here reporting on 
demonstrations seen at RCHME York in 
which digitised files were layered on a 
topographical background and could be 
viewed from a variety of angles and rotations.  
CAD users will realise the further potential of 
the medium but should be reminded that the 
raw transformed version of any aerial 
evidence is unlikely to be the final statement.  
One use of AERIAL .CAD files without other 
software is that they have the ability to hold 
previously calculated information, so that a 
DTM corrected site can be reviewed without 
the pause to recalculate - even on fast 
machines this is a considerable advantage.  
.CAD files can be included in plot files so that 
a block of mapped features, corrected for 
topography, can be output to a paper copy 
without the need to remake the file other than 
the addition of National Grid lines.
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One other, much used, features of AERIAL is 
its ability to produce distribution maps - now 
with an increased range of 24 symbols.  Input 
can be digitised in or, more usually, sent as 
edited forms of database or text files.  
Combining these with AERIAL's line 
drawing facilities enables background (such 
as a county boundary) to be added.  AERIAL 
4.1 can use distribution maps and DTMs 
produced through version 3 but needs to 
convert these (it comes with CONVAER to 
do this) to its new format.  CONVAER is also 
required for distribution files sent across from 
word processors.

Usually output is sent to a pen plotter but 
HPGL files can be picked up by some word 
processing software and incorporated in text 
as graphics.  Making the scale of these 
something 'standard' requires a little 
calculation and, unless used with a colour 
printer, output is in black only and will 
benefit from specific editing, for clarity, of 
the original HPGL file.

At the York workshop John Haigh showed us 
some of the possible changes for future 
versions of AERIAL and also asked for 
suggestions of new or altered features 
thought desirable.  We now have improved 
DTM modelling which, when stored as a 
.CAD file, helps speed up some screen 
operations.  Among the current development 
work is the prospect of using rectifying raster 
images (although as a photo interpreter with 
a basic working premise of 'use all the 
photographs' I have reservations on this).  
Acceptance of scanned images would be 
welcome if these could be made of the 
interpretative overlays as the digitising of 
these is perhaps the most monotonous part of 
the rectification process and one in which a 
careless or tired hand can introduce its own - 
often undetected - errors.  Scanning would 
speed the input stage and provide an accurate 
copy of the photo interpretation... although 
how it would cope with the scrawled 
comments which adorn my overlays remains 
to be seen.

AERIAL costs (about) £300, plus VAT, and enquiries should be made to John Haigh, 
Department of Mathematics, University of Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD7 1DP.
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PROBLEMS OF INTERPRETATION

Anthony Crawshaw

[from a letter to the water company...]

Dear Sir,

Whilst on a flight to photograph archaeological remains in Derbyshire, in February 1992, I 
took the enclosed prints [one of which is reproduced below].  The reason for taking them was 
the series of lines of pits on the top of the brow of the hill above the water treatment plant.  
We could not think of a reasonable explanation for these at the time and have not done much 
better since. The best that we have been able to come up with is that someone has gone to the 
considerable trouble of grubbing up the tree stumps after felling.  A possible reason might be 
to stop the decomposition products from rotting tree stumps entering the water supply.  
However, this idea seems a little far-fetched.  Are you able to enlighten me, please, as to what 
the real explanation is?

On occasions pits were dug on archaeological sites, but they were usually in single lines, not 
multiples.  Also the crispness of these pits suggests that they are modern.

  
  
 

[...and the reply]

The terraces you are 
commenting on were 
dug out for sludge 
disposal from the plant.  
Liquid sludge was 
pumped into these and 
allowed to dry out.

We have now installed 
centrifuges and these 
terraces are only used 
in emergencies.
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REAL INTERPRETATION
J. Pickering

"Interpretation" has a variety of meanings that include to decipher, or rationalise, 
or construe, or to translate into a different language. For archaeologists it has come to 
mean the plotting of crop marks created by ditches and pits onto maps. It has 
increasingly been concerned with minor technicalities and definitions and moved away 
from trying to explain archaeological significance. The plotted maps are necessary 
catalogues to the original photographs, but only make marginal use of information 
available from aerial archaeology.

Ditches and pits are not archaeological sites, nor do they define them. Most 
ditches are quarries for upcast earthworks. Earthworks were the archaeological sites. 
The area of a banked enclosure is not the same as the area enclosed by its quarry ditch. 
Field systems that seem to be formed by ditches are usually formed by their banks, 
most of which, to be stockproof, would have required a cresting hedge. Neither the 
banks nor hedges create crop marks or plottable information.

'D' shape ditches are a familiar feature of British crop marks. Most appear to be 
free-standing in their landscape. Some however have their flat side butted onto a 
(presumed) earlier single or double crop mark ditch (Double ditches in this context are 
not prehistoric trackways - if such things do exist - but have an internal bank). Unless 
it can be shown that the flat sides of 'D' of such curvilinear sites have some other 
defined purpose, it should be assumed that they respected earlier boundaries that 
normally do not produce crop marks. Such boundaries could have been too slight to 
survive later cultivation, but could also have been stock-proof hedges.

In many areas of Britain there is crop mark evidence of areas of IA/RB field 
systems, but the predominant feature of this period is a variety of rectilinear enclosures 
identified from their quarry ditches, most of which appear to be free standing in their 
landscapes and mostly out of phase with the field boundaries roads of today. A careful 
examination of some of the photographic evidence will identify indications of 
extensions of some of their sides. A limited number are however aligned on todays 
field boundaries.
 The wide dispersal of farms, field systems and domestic sites throughout 
countrysides has another significance of major importance to interpretations of life in 
the past. The long and arduous task of creating arable fields is unlikely to have been
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started without security of tenure and the certainty of reaping a harvest. It requires 
more stable societies than those posed by archaeologists from other evidence. The 
above is only one example of interpretations of aerial evidence that are radically 
different from those of archaeology.

It is suggested that such enclosures were not, in fact free standing, but had been 
constructed in the corners of existing fields. Which because they were not formed by 
banks from quarry or drainage ditches, or because these were too slight, have not 
survived changes of land use and later cultivation. It is suggested that these fields were 
formed by hedges established direct on the land surface and were similar in character 
to the hypothesised boundaries associated with 'D' shaped curvilinear ditches.

Organised field walking in some areas of the Midlands is now finding 
concentrations of IA/RB domestic debris in places that have not provided crop mark 
evidence of enclosure ditches. Here also, it is possible that ditches and banks were too 
slight to survive later cultivation. There are however crop mark arrangements of 'L' 
shapes and "goalposts" i.e. two or three sides of enclosure ditches. It is suggested that 
the missing sides could have been made by hedges. If such hedges are adequate 
components in an enclosure, they could equally be adequate for whole enclosures 
associated with the concentrations of domestic debris.

The interpretation of crop mark evidence constructs entirely different landscapes 
than those of the plots of crop marks alone, in both details and in intensity of land use. 
The wide distribution of crop mark identified enclosures over whole countrysides, 
together with other sites identified from domestic debris, but all devoid of evidence of 
associated or earlier crop mark field systems, requires a major framework. It is 
suggested that this is provided by stockproof hedged fields and that these from 
prehistoric times, have been the main field divisions of the Midlands. The seemingly 
free standing IA/RB enclosures were constructed in the corners of hedged fields or 
aligned onto them in the same way that enclosures are associated with ditch and bank 
field systems.

The field systems in both cases would have been required to separate livestock 
from annual crops in mixed arable farming.

Morphological descriptions and classifications, though desirable for 
communications between archaeologists are not concerned with interpreting and 
understanding evidence from the air. They reflect the limited interest of archaeologists 
in a research peripheral to their own and not that of aerial archaeology.
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Logitech's FOTOMAN digital camera

The advert read, 'photography without the 
negatives' and so this camera system seemed 
of potential interest to AARG members.  A 
ground based demo was arranged and 
Logitech's Yvonne turned up with a bag of 
goodies and a portable PC.

After a brief diversion demonstrating a 
scanner and its software we got on with the 
main business, the FotoMan.  We took a few 
photogenic shots of the road, me, and some 
trees then came back to the computer.  
Downloading is simple - the camera plugs 
into the serial port and, via Windows, copies 
to the hard disc.  This is a slow process 
although Logitech is soon to market a version 
which includes a DOS utility to speed things 
by a factor of five(±).  

Once in the computer the games can start and 
the camera system comes into its own.  The 
system has been designed for instant access 
and, after downloading, the user is presented 
with the screen equivalent of a contact sheet 
showing up to 32 images, the camera's total 
store.  From this a single image can be 
selected for manipulation either with the 
system's software or any other image 
processing package.  For the demo we used 
Logitech FotoTouch software which has the 
capacity to crop the image, adjust the 
contrast, lighten or darken the image or 
combine images.  Detailed editing allows the 
deletion of unwanted bits (we got rid of a 
chimney on a house at the end of the road), or 
the addition of the odd Roman villa to an 
otherwise boring aerial shot.  This can be 
done pixel-by-pixel or more coarsely 
depending on the scale of editing and the 
software has the ability to match the new tone 
as required.  FotoTouch, as its name implies, 
is a retouching software and does not offer 
more than basic image processing facilities.   
The images, edited or not, can be stored, 
discarded, or shifted to other applications.

Technical details are that the camera (a thing 
much the size of a telephone handset) records 
directly into its RAM, has the capacity to 
store 32 images of 376 x 284 pixels (75 dpi) 
in 256 grey levels.  The lens is equivalent to 
a 55mm lens on a 35mm camera with a fixed 
aperture of f/4.5 and automatically selected 
speeds between 1/30 and 1/1000s (with this 
aperture any aerial shots are likely to remain 
at the fast end of the speed range and a neutral 
density filter is supplied in case of sunshine).  
ASA equivalent is 200.  The lens has a 
standard 37mm screw and can thus take 
camcorder accessories, lenses and filters.  
Cost is about £500.

Computer-wise it requires an IBM 
compatible PC with 286 or higher processor, 
a recommended 2MB RAM, Windows 3.0 or 
later and DOS 3.1 or higher.  Good graphics 
(VGA or better) helps the games.  Connection 
is through a serial port so AERIAL users may 
need another switchbox....

So the digital air photographer can drive off 
to the airfield with a FotoMan camera and a 
portable computer.  Use of the camera for 
aerial work is severely restricted by its 32 
image capacity and the (current) download 
time (a full 32 image store would take in the 
region of 30 minutes).  There is a slight delay 
when taking pictures - after pressing the 
button the user has to wait a few seconds for 
the 'ready' bleep before the next shot can be 
taken.  So no stereo pairs.  Resolution is far 
below that necessary for archaeological air 
photography but the system may provide an 
'instant' record of a route flown or area 
covered.

TECHNICAL NEWS
  Rog Palmer
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DIGIPEN: a cursor-like-mouse

Any members reading the computer 
magazines may have noticed articles on new 
forms of mice.  Being an old fashioned bloke 
I find little use for them, preferring keyboard 
commands rather than graphical interfaces 
but saw reference recently to something 
called a DigiPen.  This is a hand-held device 
(like a thick pen) with a transparent cross-hair 
working end via which - I suppose - aerial 
interpretations could be traced.  At about 
£200 potential AERIAL users may think this 

Photo-CD systems - again

Nowadays technology changes at such a rate 
that something written for AARGnews 4 (pp 
32-33 - the overall process remains as noted 
there) can merit further comment some six 
months later for this issue.  Like MORPH, 
Photo-CD (or PCD as it seems to be known 
within Kodak) seems to be one of those 
things which are likely to be an unavoidable 
part of life - and, still like MORPH, I have 
mixed feelings about its value to the 
archaeological photo interpreter.  It does 
(PCD, that is) seem very likely to become an 
essential tool for the more forward thinking 
of our photo libraries so, what has changed in 
six months?  A group of five AARG members 
were given a day's demonstration at Kodak 
on September 1 1992 and shown the latest 
goodies to emerge from the increasingly 
important electronic division of the business.  
The products noted below should be on the 
market in about one year.

The major change is the move to the 
professional market.  No longer is input 
restricted to 35mm format but scanners are 
now, or soon will be, available to scan 120 
film and  4 x 5 inch sheet stock (no mention 
of 70mm, but inclusion of this format would 
seem to be a trivial problem).  Disc formats 
have changed too and the pro range include a 
master disc which, written by a professional 
PDC imaging workstation, supports higher 
resolution film scans, pixel editing (for those 
wanting to create their own sites?) and, 
usefully, copyright notice and security          

a cheap substitute for a digitising tablet but I 
do not know whether it would be possible to 
link it with John Haigh's program.  Another 
possible reason to stick to the tablets is that 
the 'freehand tracing' method using the pen is 
unlikely to be as accurate as using a cursor 
pushed by two hands.
DigiPen is manufactured by TMS Software: 
0784-459365.

features. Each Pro PCD Master can store 
between 25 and 100 images depending on 
film size and resolution (up to 2000dpi).  
Within a photo library these discs would act 
as back-up copies of the originals and can be 
used to provide high quality thermal prints 
rapidly (about 8 minutes for an 8 x 10 inch 
colour print).

Another disc format, potentially the 
backbone of any photo library, is the PCD 
Catalog (Kodak's spelling) which can hold 
some 6000 low resolution images and comes 
with Kodak Browser software to facilitate 
access.  These low resolution images are 
video quality and can be used to scan images 
on either TV screen or computer.  [It was 
pointed out to us that the user requires a 
Photo-CD player to link with a TV, and/or a 
suitable CD ROM drive for a computer.  The 
two systems are incompatible although both 
take identical discs.]  When selection has 
been made prints (either conventional 
photographs or thermal copies) can be made 
from negative or Master PDC.  The 
possibility of mixing or mislaying catalogue 
discs is, to some extent, overcome by 
installation of a 'juke box', a microwave 
oven-sized box holding up to 100 PCD discs 
which, using Kodak software, can be 
searched and browsed on screen.  It was 
reckoned that NLAP at Swindon would fit in 
a filing cabinet!  This is also the time to note 
that PCD is not restricted to storing 
photographs but can also act as a library of 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(admittedly photographed) maps. A 
secondary library of interpretative overlays 
(from the Mapping England programme) 
could also be held on PCD.

Not only can we fit half a million photos into 
a filing cabinet but it is no longer necessary 
to go to Swindon to look at them.  Using the 
telecommunications network it becomes a 
simple matter to access these from anywhere.  
Of course, access is restricted to those 
authorised to join the network and prints will 
still be supplied from source.  As a photo 
interpreter I still have doubts about the 
effectiveness of browsing low resolution 
images to select a set of working prints which 
will be used to prepare a map of 
archaeological and environmental features on  

Kodak Digital Camera Systems

Kodak's approach to digital cameras differs 
from that of other makes in that they have 
begun with a tried and tested camera and 
substituted a digital chip in place of the film.  
This leaves the user with all the familiar 
camera controls as well as the complete range 
of compatible lenses.  The cameras are aimed 
at the professional market, and rightly so as 
resolution is excellent at about 1000dpi.  As 
with silver halide photography, the user is 
able to set the exposure index (which affects 
the scan resolution) over a wide range which 
would cover the majority of aerial uses.  EI 
can be changed, if necessary, as the light 
worsens.  Both systems are compatible with 
Apple Macintosh and IBM hardware and 
software although the Kodak demonstrator 
was very much in favour of the Mac.

There are two systems at present, the DCS 
(Digital Camera System) and the DCS 200 - 
of which the latter is smaller, easier to use 
and, presumably, cheaper (although Kodak 
have not yet fixed the prices).  One of the 
principal advertising angles is that of instant 
access as both can communicate via 
computer or modem and thus transmit high 
quality pictures as required.

The DCS 200 has a pack below the camera, 

which field work will be based.  I'd never be 
sure that some of the screened images were of 
such low resolution that they would mask 
those faintly showing features which (could) 
add the surprise element to an otherwise well 
planned and costed project.  I cannot yet 
convince myself that there is a better way of 
doing the job than by handling all available 
photographs and comparing and cross 
checking these.  However, I think that PCD is 
likely to have excellent market uses selling 
pictures for illustrative purposes and, 
perhaps, as part of a first-phase cover search.  
So all we need is for CUCAP, with its superb 
subject index, to go electronic and for NLAP 
to apply the subject index to its pictures.  
Woops, sorry I spoke!

making it appear as if mounted with a double 
motor drive, which includes a hard disc 
capable of storing 50 images at 4.5MB each.  
Image capture rate is at one per three seconds 
- not quite fast enough for oblique stereo 
pairs.  Downloading a 24-bit image file, for 
those who fly with a notebook PC, takes 
about 40 seconds depending on computer 
model.

The system we all wanted to sneak off with 
was the DCS, it comes in a range of systems, 
which is essentially a Nikon F3 connected by 
cable to a digital storage unit - something 
about the size of a normal box file.  
Depending on type, the DSU has storage 
capacity for up to 600 compressed images 
which it can capture at a rate of 2.5 per 
second.  The DSU, mains or battery powered, 
comes with a 4 inch monochrome monitor for 
image preview.  Once back on the ground the 
images can be downloaded to a computer for 
manipulation, captioning or transmission.  
Cost of the DCS is likely to be in the region 
of £6000.

Both camera systems have resolutions of 
'near film quality' and are well in advance of 
any other digital imaging system.  They 
deserve air testing.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Kodak professional film scanners

Scanners form the remaining link in the 
digital chain, the means of inputting film 
images to a computer.  The RFS 2035 takes 
35mm format material (monochrome, colour 
neg or slide) and scans it at up to 2000dpi.  
The automatic version of the scanner can 
whip through a film at a rate of something 
like one frame per second, so its appearance 
on the computer screen is virtually instant.  
Once there it can be subjected to image 
processing (using, for example, the 
recommended Adobe PhotoShop or Aldus 
PhotoStyler), sharpened and adjusted for 
colour.  We zoom enlarged a section of a 
scanned frame and the grain was visible 
before the pixels.  An enlarged scanner is the

type 4045 which can handle formats up to 4 
x 5 inch.  The scanners also provide the 
means of getting film images on to Photo-CD 
as they can be sent to PCD writer from the 
computer.

At the moment the cost of the ground-based 
hardware means that the above is unlikely to 
be seen outside our major libraries.  Once 
there though the systems are likely to have a 
direct effect on all but the causal user of air 
photographs and a network link into NLAP 
already seems a nice idea.  Now, where are 
we going to find the space for a Mac....

INTERESTED?

Kodak were hoping to demonstrate the above at AARG 1992 but, due to other 
committments....

They did, however, offer to arrange a follow-up demonstration should members be interested.  
Contact should initially be made to Trevor Miller, Kodak Ltd, PO Box 66, Hemel Hempstead, 
Herts, HP1 1JU, UK  Tel 0442-61122 ext 44992.  Our thanks go to Trevor for arranging an 
enjoyable and educational day for the five of us.
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WAZZAT?

Number 1

Anthony Crawshaw

[from a letter to the editor:]

'How about starting a 'Wazzat?' section in AARGnews?  This could be in two parts, first 
photographs of known cause and then ones which remain a puzzle to the sender.  If anybody 
recognises any of the latter then that would be a useful addition to knowledge shared with the 
rest of us.  In the latter category I would enclose 181/7, together with some comments from 
one of the local ground investigators.'

[a note from the editor]

Now, just to inspire communication I will modify the original idea and publish the answer in 
the next issue together with a selection (?selection..!) of your guesses.  The clues are that it 
was taken in 1989 and the location is somewhere in Yorkshire.
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Aerofilms Guides: published by Ian Allen. 
 1992
 London by Iain Thomson. £5.99.
 The South Downs Way by John 
 Godfrey. £8.99.
 The South Devon Coast Path by Des 
 Hannigan.£8.99.
 The Cotswold Way by Ted Fryer. 
 £8.99.

The above titles are the first in the Aerofilms 
Guides series with London sized for the 
executive briefcase (235 x 170 mm) and the 
other three for the cagoule pocket (285 x 140 
mm) - although a strong pocket is needed as 
they weigh almost a pound each.  The selling 
point of the series is, '...a revolutionary form 
of cartography - aerial-photo maps.'.  Each 
book comprises a series of vertical 
photographs - in the case of the pocket-sized 
series arranged as a page-by-page strip map - 
and obliques of points of interest along the 
way.  Printing of this series is exceptionally 
good - we expect contact prints from vertical 
photography to be sharp, but I was surprised 
to be able to read 'NEXT TIME FLY KLM' on a 
football pitch hoarding on the printed page in 
the London volume.

Anyone who has needed to use colour 
verticals - and any oblique photographers 
among AARG members -  is probably aware 
of the poor results which can occur due to 
lighting and haze.  Aerofilms seem to have 
been blessed with good days although, by 
flicking through each book differences can be 
seen in colour rendition and clarity.  On the 
whole, the photographs are exceptionally 
good - they would be a pleasure to interpret.  
Verticals were taken by a Leica Forward 
Motion Compensation Camera, which 
compensates for the aircraft's flying speed (as 
has been common in certain military 
reconnaissance cameras for years) and which 
enables unusually slow shutter speeds to be 
used.  Some of the South Devon pictures have 
that late-in-the-day look which is not 
common to 'normal' vertical photography and 
may have resulted from a final pass on the 
way home taking advantage of the slow 
shutter speed facility.

The London volume covers twenty areas of 
interest, most being an adjoining block 
between Chiswick and the Tower of London 
with six peripherals.  As an ex-resident the 
book is of interest but it would, I imagine, 
please many visitors as an unusual guide 
book cum souvenir.  Not only do the verticals 
show the plan view more clearly than many 
maps (the remaining layout of Kensington 
Gardens, for example) but the obliques show 
many of the tourist targets (St Paul's, 
Harrods, Trafalgar Square) with clarity and in 
the context unavailable using ground shots.  
There are also indexes of places mentioned 
and railway/underground stations.  

The three walkers' guides are each 
individually authored by local experts.  They 
break each walk into a series of short routes 
(of between 6 and 14 miles depending on 
base village locations) each of which is 
described in general and then more 
specifically using text related to numbers on 
the 1:10000 vertical mosaics.  The walk itself 
is indicated by a series of clear yellow spots 
on the photographs making it virtually 
impossible to get lost or unknowingly 
trespass.  Each mosaic spreads (usually) 
across to pages and has been well printed to 
align and not lose the bits by the binding.  
Successive mosaics overlap by a few 
millimetres giving continuity to the route.  
The volumes are enhanced by a series of 
features (including archaeology, wildlife, 
modern settlements) directly related to the 
walks and have a more-or-less standard 
introductory section ('following the route' and 
'introduction').  

The books avoid maps totally.  Each back 
cover insert shows each complete walk as a 
dashed line, with modern names, on an 
outline of England filled with an oblique 
view.  A 'real' map in place of this would have 
been more useful - after all the walker has to 
find the walk somehow!  I'd hate to use the 
books without an accompanying map and 
doubt whether any 'standard' walker would 
either.  The 1:10000 photo-maps, by their 
very nature, give only a narrow-strip cover 
(about 1 km) of each walk.  Smaller scale 

 REVIEWS
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information would provide additional 
interest, and be of occasional use, to the 
walker and - perhaps most importantly - by 
using the photo-maps alone all contour 
information is omitted.

Used in conjunction with a map the Aerofilms 
Guides will add a new dimension to the 
walks.  Anyone who has carried out 
fieldwork clutching a relatively modern AP 
must be aware of the precision with which a 
point (or yourself) can be located using an 
invisible mesh linking trees, poles and other 
features which do not appear on OS maps.  
Through the three volumes this now is 
available to walkers - for as long as the field 
patterns remain unchanged and once they 
have developed the ability to read the 
photographs correctly.  But what next?  A 
series of walking guides using stereograms?  
Now that really would be useful!

Rog Palmer

Maiden Castle: excavations and field survey 
1985-6.  English Heritage Archaeological 
Report 19.  By N M Sharples.  1991. £35.00

The interests covered within this volume are 
broad and not confined just to excavation or 
field survey although the latter is the main 
subject of this comment.  Anyone interested 
in neolithic to early Roman periods will find 
new material -  and discussion includes the 
relationship of the hilltop site to its 
immediate neighbourhood.  

It is good to see the publication of a survey in 
what might, justifiably, have been solely an 
excavation report.  The  survey (surveys 
really) makes a logical introduction to the 
setting of the hilltop and could thus have 
stood on its own.  So it is pleasing to see that 
elements of the survey (largely the work of 
Peter Woodward) have been integrated with 
the overall discussion by the project director 
(Niall Sharples) - indeed the latter covers a 
larger area than was possible with the surface 
collection programme.

One of the problems with any landscape 
study, or field survey, related to a 'central' site 

is knowing where to draw the boundaries.  
That chosen around Maiden Castle appears to 
make topographical sense although is, in 
areal extent, somewhat tiny.  Partly this is due 
to the omission of an area south of MC and 
recently published (Woodward 1991), partly 
because the modern town of Dorchester lies 
close to the hillfort, and partly - we assume - 
because of the constraints of time and money.  
The given aims of the survey were to 'clarify 
the significance of the hilltop occupation' by 
means of 'the mapping and analysis of...the 
soils, the present management regime, 
documentary sources, surviving earthworks 
and monuments, and soil and crop marks.' 
(p9).  But even within this small area studied 
this could not be undertaken consistently and 
the published maps show not one, but two, 
different survey areas.  A number of rescue 
excavations and watching briefs have 
recently taken place in the Dorchester 
environs, many under the direction of 
Woodward, whose interpretation and 
discussion of the landscape survey has been 
aided by these.

My main concern is the use of aerial evidence 
in this survey.  Much of the original mapping 
is acknowledged as the work of Alison 
Sheridan who remains one of the few people 
to have managed successfully to use my 
original OBLIQUE transformation program.  
Her interpretation and mapping was done in 
the late 1970s when she was a student at 
Cambridge and had as much knowledge of 
aerial matters as one would expect of most 
undergraduates....  This particular exercise, 
passed to her by me, was to assist fieldwork 
along the route of the Dorchester by-pass - 
and for that it was adequate.  Her 
interpretations cannot be expected to fulfil 
the requirements of an academic survey such 
as that in the MC area.  Other plotted 'soil and 
cropmarks' have that familiar amateur 
appearance (fig 12).

Unusually for an EH publication this volume 
includes National Grid cuts along the edges 
of the survey maps.  Good - although to make 
effective comparisons of the soil maps, 
distribution maps, and that showing medieval 
open fields (all at 1:40000) to the map 
showing the aerial evidence (at 1:25000) I 
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needed to draw in grid lines.  The figure 
showing the aerial evidence uses colour to 
distinguish this (although it has been left off 
the key) which is all very well if the printer 
gets the registration is spot on.  She (to be 
non-sexist) did not - and in my copy it would 
appear that the red 'cropmarks' have been 
printed 25m east of their real location.  It 
doesn't matter all that much anyway as the 
stuff has been drawn crossing roads and 
earthworks and is obviously a token sketch 
addition to the survey rather than an element 
of the project which received equal attention 
(and skill) to the well conceived surface 
collection and its subsequent analysis.  Now, 
this really is a shame as, properly worked, the 
aerial aspects of a survey around a hill with 
occupation from the neolithic to the early 
Roman have high potential application.  
Why, I wondered, wasn't the aerial evidence 
used as an underlay for the artefact, 
especially pottery, distribution maps?  This 
was done by EH in Julian Richards' 
Stonehenge (1990) - although in that volume 
I failed to understand the relevance of 
showing lithic scatters on a crop mark base.  
In Maiden Castle I find it difficult to relate 
textual comments to the mapped features.  
The point referring to 'centres defined by 
clusters of small fields' (p18) brought an 
immediate response from me of, 'What 
fields?' as I had already looked at figure 12 
and decided that there was little evidence of 
Wessex-type fields.

Nevertheless, some good points are made 
when considering the landscape in general 
terms and show also some of the problems 
which arose through interpreting the aerial 
interpretations.  One such: 'Only with an 
understanding of the lansdcape divisions of 
this later medieval period is it possible to 
distinguish between medieval and prehistoric 
divisions in the complex pattern of 
earthworks and cropmarks mapped in the 
survey area.' (p11).  Also, the past work in the 
area by Woodward allowed him to bring 
together aspects of settlement and landuse 
which otherwise would have remained 
clouded by lack of data.

One final (and therefore important) niggle 
which appears to be commonplace in recent 

publications from EH is the appaling proof 
reading.  An outside source told me that 
Sharples' contract with EH had finished 
before completion of the book but surely 
someone checks these things!  Basing my 
comments only on the survey chapters in 
Maiden Castle it can be suggested that the 
figures may not have been complete when the 
text was written.  The example worthy of the 
Guinness Book of Records is the correlation 
of figure and text lettering on, and referring 
to, the beautiful hachured survey produced by 
RCHME (fig 29).  Not one of the letters 
match and for anyone who hasn't the patience 
to work things out for themselves, I give 
below the (hopefully correct) Palmer version:

  Text Fig 29  Text Fig 29
  D C  K H 
  E D  L J
  F  L  M K
  G  M  N E
  H  N  P B
  J  G  R A
   S F

References
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Rog Palmer
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Change and Continuity: rural settlement in 
north-west Lincolnshire.  By P L Everson, C 
C Taylor and C J Dunn.  RCHME/HMSO 
1991. £49.50

This paperback volume is a thematic 
inventory - using the extensive medieval 
settlement remains in north-west 
Lincolnshire to study, as the title says, change 
and continuity, during that period.  The 
inventory is preceded by a 59 page 
introduction (the work of Chris Taylor) 
which is itself an excellent synthesis of recent 
work and thought on the subject of medieval 
settlement, its backgrounds, origins, forms, 
change and desertion.  It is there that the 
theme of the volume receives extensive 
discussion using the sites surveyed as data.  
There follows a select inventory of medieval 
and later remains in 125 parishes.

A number of air photos has been included in 
the illustrations, obliques and verticals.  For - 
presumably - conventional reasons the 
verticals have been printed with north to the 
top (strange, given that the drawn figures 
rotate through 360°).  The effect of shadows 
and eye combine on these to give the 
impression of up being down, of ditches 
falsely appearing as banks.  Shadows falling 
towards the viewer (ie usually with north to 
the bottom) give the correct height 
impression.  Compass direction can be 
indicated by the inclusion of a small north 
point somewhere on, or adjacent to, the 
picture.

On obtaining the volume it took me a short 
while to locate the whereabouts of 'north-
west Lincolnshire'.  The maps showing relief, 
geology and place-names (figs 3, 4 and 8) 
show the area as an isolated island with no 
reference to anywhere.  This is common to all 
RCHME volumes and it would be useful to 
those readers who are not locals to have a 
map which shows the geographical location 
of each volume's subject area.  RCAHMS did 
it for Perth (inner back cover) and RCHME 
almost managed it for Bokerley (fig 2) but 
otherwise location seems to be an irrelevant 
part of an RCHME volume.

The principal purpose of this review is to 
comment on the use of air photography to 
supplement the Commission's analytical field 
survey.  In north-west Lincs air photos have 
been used to provide details of the original 
form and layout of ploughed-out sites.  Such 
details appear, using their own conventions, 
as additions to many of the hachure plans 
showing extant detail.  Use of conventions 
(there are two) appears to be to show whether 
air photographs were a primary source of 
information (eg fig 71) or added to the field-
planned earthwork survey (eg fig 70).  
Interpreting medieval, or 'recent' earthwork 
remains from air photos presents a different 
level of problem to those encountered on the 
more usual crop marked sites and the 
interpreter has to decide whether to show 'up', 
'down', or anything in between.  Results are 
usually inadequate or somewhat meaningless.  
In general, this is not the case in north-west 
Lincs (well done Dilwyn!) and, viewed as 
overall plans, the illustrations successfully 
combine field and aerial evidence.  It is only 
when the plans are examined in detail that 
one begins to wonder which is up and which 
is down and to realise that no attempt has 
been made to show this.  Given the sensitivity 
of hachures - as drawn by the Commission 
rather than the misuse made by excavators - 
to show height, steepness of slope and 
superimposition it is a pity that conventions 
for the aerial additions did not run to 'ditch' 
and  'bank/scarp'.  Often these can be thought 
out in the illustrations, but not always and 
never with total certainty.  This flaws a 
volume which otherwise provides a superb 
example of what the archaeological branch of 
the Commission does best.

Rog Palmer
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Crop Circle Classification.  By Pat Palgrave-
Moore.  Elvery Dowers, Norwich.  1991.  
£2.95

Sorry, I saw it in a shop window and couldn't 
resist buying a copy - an act justifiable by my 
interest in classification of archaeological 
aerial stuff.  The purpose of the booklet is so 
that circologists can use a common grammar 
to describe their discoveries (sounds familiar 
eh?) although with the apparent annual 
changes in forms of the 'circles' I wonder 
whether the 1992 season (not yet begun when 
this was written) will add a totally new set to 
those so far recorded.  

The author uses a three part system to 
classify: Primary (=form), Secondary 
(=appendage to forms), Tertiary (=minor 
varieties of appendage or form).  The latter 
somehow seems a somewhat dubious practice 
and my unease increased when it became 
common to take a Primary form apart and use 
its bits as Primary forms themselves.  Thus 
the booklet ends with 147 Primary forms - but 
gives no indication of the number of 
occurrences of each, although some are 
obviously one-offs - and is perhaps more a 
list of identifiable shapes than a real 
classification.  Perhaps when the more 
important types have been identified we can 
expect a list to be sent to Bill Startin..?

Vol a Travers les Ages: La Prospection 
Archéologique Aérienne dans le Calvados.  
Apparently edited and published by the 
Service Départmental d'Archeologie, Conseil 
Général du Calvados, 28 Rue Jean Eudes, 
14000 CAEN, France.  FF138 (incl postage).

Just a mention from Rowan Whimster who 
thought it of interest.  Further comment may 
be forthcoming if anyone else sees a copy!

The Fenland Survey.  Two more volumes are 
imminent one by Tom Lane and Pete Hayes 
covering the SW Lincolnshire Fens, the other 
by David Hall which deals with the 
Cambridgeshire Fens between the western 
edge and the Old Bedford River.  The Lincs 
volume has no aerial input worth mentioning 
(unfortunate as this is one of the 'busiest' 
areas of the East Anglian Fens and the 
integration of fieldwork and aerial evidence 
would have considerably increased the worth 
of the survey).  The Cambs area has a short 
appendix on the aerial evidence and also 
some textual integration where relevant.  
Both are published in the East Anglian 
Archaeology series and are likely to be costly.

BOOKS OF INTEREST?
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REGISTER OF CURRENT MEMBERS

1992, PART 2

Members are listed alphabetically, and the following format is used throughout:
NAME, Address/General interests (period, technique, area etc.)/Aerial archaeology interests 
(reconnaissance, post-reconnaissance, interpretation, transcription, application etc.)

ORDINARY MEMBERS

ADDYMAN, Peter, York Archaeological Trust, 1 Pavement, York. YO1 2NA /Vale of York, 
 Yorkshire urban/reconnaissance, post-reconnaissance
BAKER, Arnold, 48 Ashley Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire. SP2 7BZ /no response/no response
BECKER, Helmut, Bayerische Landesamt fur Denkmalplege, 0-8000, Munchen 1, Germany 

/no response/no response
BERESFORD, Professor M., 6 Claremont Avenue, Leeds. LS3 1AT /all periods/application
BETTS, Terry, Monkhams, Trefonen, Oswestry, Shropshire. SY10 9DL /no response/no 

response
BONE, J, Scottish Agricultural Colleges, Drummond Hill, Tratherrick Road, Inverness. IV2 

2JZ /Highland Iron Age, Roman/reconnaissance (pilot)
BRAASCH, Otto, Hardstrasse 106, D-7070 Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany /climatology, 

soils/cropmarks, GIS, GPS, films
BRIGGS, Stephen, Pwlldrainllwyn, Trefenter, nr. Aberystwyth, Dyfed. SY23 4SR /all/post-

reconnaissance, interpretation and application, history of the subject
BROGAN, Con, Office of Public Works, Photographic Section, National Monuments Dept., 

Upper Ely Place, Dublin 2, Eire /applicable aerial photographic techniques/other
BROWN, Marilyn, RCAHMS, John Sinclair House, 16 Bernard Terrace, Edinburgh. EH8 

9NX /no response/no response
CHARTRAND, Geoff, Dept. of Archaeology, Micklegate House, University of York, 

Micklegate, York /no response/no response
CONDIT, Tom, Sites and Monuments Records Office, Office of Public Works, 13-15 Lower 

Hatch Street, Dublin 2, Eire /later prehistoric Irish landscapes/interpretation from 
stereoscopic vertical photographs, application to landscape archaeology

DAWSON, Mike, 51 Goldrington Avenue, Bedford. MK40 3BZ /later prehistory, 
 Roman/interpretation
DEEGAN, Alice, c/o 23 Hermitage Road, Higham nr. Rochester, Kent. ME3 7DD /no 
 response/no response
EDIS, Jonathan, 4 Church End, Kempston, Bedfordshire. MK43 8RH /unprintable !/
 application
EDWARDS, Derek, Norfolk Landscape Archaeology, Union House, Gressenhall, Dereham, 

Norfolk. NR20 4DR /no response/no response
EVANS, Bob, 1 Wentworth Road, Cambridge. CB4 3PN /all of the above/interpretation
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FERNIE, Kate, RCHME Swindon office /no response/no response
FOX, Allison, Shetland Amenity Trust, 22-24 North Road, Lerwick, Shetland. ZE1 0NQ /no 

response/no response
GOURLAY, R, Highland Regional Council, Clachnaharry Old School, High Street, 

Clachnaharry, Inverness. IV3 6RB /general Highland region/all
GRIFFITH, Frances, 9 Colleton Hill, Exeter, Devon. EX2 4AS /rather wide-ranging/

reconnaissance, post-reconnaissance, integration with the rest of archaeology
HAIGH, John, School of Archaeological Sciences, University of Bradford, Bradford, W. 

Yorks. BD7 1DP /no response/interpreation and transcription
HALL, Geoff, RCHME Swindon Office /Roman, medieval/all
HANCOCK, Jim, 26 Woodstock Road, Redland, Bristol. BS6 7EJ /SW England, mainly 

photographic recording in colour, all periods/all, but not doing too much flying these 
days

HARRIS, Roger, RCHME Swindon office /archiving, marketing, distribution/no response
HARTGROVES, Steve, Cornwall Archaeological Unit, Old County Hall, Station Road, 

Truro. TR1 3EX /prehistory, topography, landscape history/reconnaissance, post-
reconnaissance, interpretation and use in `landscape management' by County 
Archaeology Unit

HINGLEY, Richard, Historic Scotland, 20 Brandon Street, Edinburgh. EH3 5RA /Iron Age, 
Roman/all of the above

HOGAN, Paul, 21 Portland Street, York YO3 7EH /aerial photography, geophysics/
interpretation and application

KING, Roy, 5 Frampton Close, Eastleaze, Swindon, Wilts /all periods especially medieval, 
field archaeology, cultural resource management/application, transcription, 
interpretation and general

LEECH, Roger, 7 The Horsefair, Romsey, Hampshire. SO51 8EZ /Romano-British, 
Medieval/general

LEVA, Charles, 291 Avenue Brugmann, B-1180, Brussels, Belgium /Bronze age - industrial 
 archaeology, low-level oblique photography above loam soils/all of the above plus 
 geophysical prospection in central Belgium
McMASTER, Ida, Fen House, Mount Bures, Bures, Suffolk. CO8 5AS /prehistory, NE 
 Essex/reconnaissance, interpretation and application for the Colchester Archaeology 
 Group
McOMISH, David, RCHME, Rougemont, Rougemont Close, Salisbury, Wilts. SP1 1LY /no 
 response/no response
MARRIOTT, Jenny, Honeysuckle Cottage, 1 Westfield Lane, Thorner, Leeds, W. Yorkshire. 
 LS14 3DD /All periods, landscape survey , archaeology in central Asia/W. Yorkshire 
 and surrounding areas, post-reconnaissance, application of geophysical survey to 
 cropmarks
MAXWELL, Gordon, 72a High Street, Aberdour, Fife. KY3 0SW /all periods, especially 
 Roman, in Scotland, UK, Imperium Romanum/the lot !
NAGY, Patrick, Kantonsarchaeologie Zurich, Walchestrasse 19, 8090 Zurich, Switzerland 
 /Iron Age (Europe)/interpretation, reconnaissance
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OSTEN-WOLDENBURG, Harald von der, Landesdenkmlamt Baden-Wurtenburg, 
 Silberburgstrasse 193, D-7000, Stuttgart 1, Germany /no response/no response
OWEN-JOHN, Henry, 2 Langland Terrace, Brynmill, Swansea. SA2 0BB /multi-period, 

especially N. England and Wales/AARG membership for professional updating, no 
specific technical interests

PARRY, Adrian, 115 Kennington Avenue, Bishopston, Bristol. BS7 9EX /Iron Age, Roman, 
landscape studies/interpretation

POCOCK, Jim, School of Archaeological Sciences, University of Bradford, Bradford, West 
 Yorkshire. BD7 1DP /geophysical survey/interpretation, rectification, application
POLLOCK, Gail, Historic Monuments, 5-33 Hill Street, Belfast, BT1 2LA /all periods, N 
 Ireland/usually site specific survey
ST. JOSEPH, Professor J.K.S., Selwyn College, Cambridge. CB4 4JJ /aerial reconnaissance 
 as a means of research in many subjects
VERHAEGHE, Frans, Provinciebaan 78a, B-9270, Laarne, Belgium /no response/no 
 response
de VRIES-METZ, Willi, Schapendrift 15, 1272 NA, Huizen, Netherlands /no response/no 
 response
WALLIS, Steven, 3 Crown Cottages, Nayland Road, Great Houkesley, Colchester, Essex. 
 CO6 4AH /no response/no response
WEBSTER, Graham, The Old School House, Chesterton, Harbury, Warks. CV33 9LF /no 
 response/no response
WHITE, Robert, Yorkshire Dales National Park, Yorebridge House, Bainbridge, Leyburn, 
 North Yorks. DL8 3BP /upland landscapes, industrial landscapes/reconnaissance, 
 application
WINTON, Helen, RCHME York office /prehistoric, medieval, industrial/interpretation, 
 transcription
YARWOOD, Bob, 6 Oakwell Drive, Leeds. LS8 4AE /landscape development, general 
 fieldwork, geophysical survey/ W.Yorkshire and adjacent areas to the east - post-
 reconnaissance, application

INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERS

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE FOR AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, FAO D R 
 Wilson, The Mond Building, Free School Lane, Cambridge. CB2 3RF /Roman 
 Britain, settlement archaeology, temple architecture, garden archaeology/
 reconnaissance, interpretation, comparison with pseudo-aerial views in paintings and 
 engravings
DYFED ARCHAEOLOGICAL TRUST, The Old Palace, Abergwili, Carmarthen, Dyfed. 

SA31 2JG /archaeology of west Wales, all periods/reconnaissance, interpretation, 
transcription

ENGLISH NATURE, FAO James Gammie, Northminster House, Peterborough, PE1 1VA 
/no response/no response
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ESSEX COUNTY COUNCIL, County Hall, Chelmsford, Essex. CM1 1LF /no response/no 
response

GRAMPIAN REGIONAL COUNCIL, FAO Ian Shepherd, Economic Development and 
Planning Dept., Woodhill House, Westburn Road, Aberdeen. AB9 2LV /Grampian, all 
periods/reconnaissance, interpretation, description

HISTORIC MONUMENTS AND BUILDINGS, 5-33 Hill Street, Belfast. BT1 2LA /no 
response/no response

KANTONSARCHAEOLOGIE ZURICH, Walchestrasse 15, 8090 Zurich, Switzerland /
general/general

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL ARCHAEOLOGY UNIT, 2 Bolton House, 
Wootton Hall Park, Mere Way, Northampton. NN4 9BE /no response/all of the above

NORTH YORK MOORS NATIONAL PARK, The Old Vicarage, Bondgate, Helmsley, 
Yorshire. YO6 5BP /information revealed by development of cropmarks/all of the 
above

NORTH YORKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL, Archaeology Section, Racecourse Lane, 
Northallerton, North Yorkshire /North Yorkshire/collection of obliques and verticals 
for N. Yorkshire, interpretation, post-reconnaissance and transcription for SMR and 
providing advice for planning and conservation

ORDNANCE SURVEY, Romsey Road, Maybush, Southampton. SO9 4DH /no response/no 
response

OXFORD ARCHAEOLOGICAL UNIT, 46 Hythe Bridge Street, Oxford. OX1 2EP /no 
response/no response

SCOTTISH OFFICE LIBRARY, Room 050, St. Andrews House, Edinburgh. EH1 3DH /no 
response/no response

WEST MIDLANDS SITES AND MONUMENTS RECORD, Joint Data Team, PO Box 
1777, Council House, Solihull. B91 3RE /prehistory, medieval earthworks, industrial 
landscapes/reconnaissance, post-reconnaissance, interpretation and transcription

WILTSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL, Library and Museums Service, Bythesea Road 
Trowbridge, Wilts /no response/no response

APU Swindon office : APU, RCHME, Alexander House, 19 Fleming Way, Swindon, Wilts. 
SN1 2NG

APU York office : APU, RCHME, Shelley House, Acomb Road, York, YO2 4HB

Apologies to anyone if they have been omitted, or if any of the information on their original 
forms is not included - the compiler recently moved house and one or two of the forms may 
have gone astray ! If your address is incorrect, or your interests are wrong, omitted or changed 
please could you let me know a.s.a.p. so that I can alter the records.  

V. Fenner
September 1992
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